HVAC BOOKS for Apprenticeship 2019-20

Web sites are given as suggestions only. You may purchase your books from any source, but you must match the ISBN numbers. If classes are cancelled due to low enrollment the responsibility of textbooks remains the responsibility of the student. Additional textbooks/reference guides may need to be purchased during the year if the instructor requests them.

Books are needed the first night of classes unless otherwise noted.  
All Classes will be Tuesday and Thursday 6:30-9:30 P.M.

HVAC-R I

or
https://www.rses.org/training/hvacrapprenticeship.aspx

CHECK WITH INSTRUCTOR BEFORE PURCHASE
Or

HVAC-R II

or
https://www.rses.org/training/hvacrapprenticeship.aspx

CHECK WITH INSTRUCTOR BEFORE PURCHASE

HVAC-R III

or
https://www.rses.org/training/hvacrapprenticeship.aspx
**CHECK WITH INSTRUCTOR BEFORE PURCHASE**


**CHECK WITH INSTRUCTOR BEFORE PURCHASE**


**HVAC-R IV**


or


NFPA 31 2006 Edition – impossible to find – but check this link


**CHECK WITH INSTRUCTOR BEFORE PURCHASE**


OR


**CHECK WITH INSTRUCTOR BEFORE PURCHASE**
